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NO. 1 SEED IN NSIC SOUTH DIVISION 
PACE 18 nonastateuicom 
Health Hut provides tips to prevent late-season flu 
Student health and wellness advocate Olivia Brunson hands out Get Well Kits that contain 
treatment and prevention items at the Integrated Wellness Complex on Tuesday, Feb 16. 
This event was part of a weekly Health Hut event. 
2 - NEWS 
Every fall season brings its usual activities: homecoming, football, holidays and, 
unfortunately, the flu. 
The flu typically shows up during late fall 
and can peak during the winter months, but 
according to Winona State University Health 
and Wellness Promotion Coordinator Kathryn 
Hansen, the flu can still affect people during the 
spring, depending on the weather. 
Along with providing flu shots for students 
to reduce the chances of getting the flu, Winona 
States Health and Wellness Services hosts events 
like their Health Hut: Get Well Kits. 
Student health and wellness advocate Olivia 
Brunson handed out the kits with treatment 
and prevention information at the Integrated 
Wellness Complex on Tuesday, Feb. 16. 
"If you're feeling under the weather, you can 
grab a little kit that has a chicken noodle soup, 
a one-use thermometer, a packet of Kleenex, 
some hands sanitizers and some cough drops," 
Brunson said. "Those are the important things 
to have to make you feel better." 
Hansen said if students do not have anything 
else in their cabinet, having one of those kits is 
the least they can do to make themselves better. 
Hansen added it is never too late to get a flu 
shot. 
Health and Wellness Services provide flu shots 
every year, particularly during the fall, before flu 
season starts. 
In terms of flu prevention or any kind of 
seasonal colds, Hansen recommends college 
students who live in residence halls with other 
roommates to make sure they live in a clean 
environment and get enough sleep. This way the 
immune system can rejuvenate itself and also 
decrease stress over time. 
"College is a pretty stressful time for anybody," 
Hansen said. "Stress can bring down your 
BY SARA TIRADOSSI immune system opening up for those seasonal 
photographer / news reporter bugs. 
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Continued on page 5, see Flu. 
First-year students Ussame Baradia (left) and Akif Khan (right) write thank you notes for donors of Winona State University, while first-year Peytin 
Frank helps by drawing people in with a colorful poster. The students were participating in Get the Scoop event to learn about philanthropy during 
Winona State's I Love WSU Week, a celebration of donors and their philanthropy. 
Winona State University's campus was covered in tags the week of Feb. 15-18, but 
this was not someone's idea of a prank. These tags 
were placed on items to educate students, staff 
and faculty on the objects on campus established 
through donations. 
I Love WSU Week was a series of events 
during the week which focused on honoring the 
individuals who made the donations. The events 
were hosted by the Winona State Foundation, the 
Alumni Office, the Council for Advancement, 
Support of Education the Student Organization 
of Alumni Relations and many others. 
This week focused on educating students about 
philanthropies and honoring donors, according 
to Heather Kosik, the director of Alumni 
Relations. Kosik said students should know the 
importance of philanthropies. 
"It's not a scary to talk about philanthropy," 
Kosik said. 
The four-day event started with the All-U 
Campaign Kick-Off, where Winona State 
President Olson and Winona State student Jenny 
Connell spoke a little about the event. Tuesday 
was Tag Day, the day when the markers first 
appeared on donated items. Wednesday was 
Get the Scoop Day, featuring free ice cream and 
information on philanthropies in exchange for a 
BY TAYLOR NYMAN 
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signed "thank you" cards to donors. The events 
wrapped up on Thursday with I Love WSU Day. 
Students were asked on this day about what they 
loved about Winona State, and even Wazoo mad< 
an appearance at this event. 
The items that displayed "I AM HERE 
BECAUSE OF DONORS" tags on it this week 
was made possible by the donations Winona 
State receives through various avenues, including 
the Phonathon. Buildings like the Integrated 
Wellness Complex, which according to Winona 
State student Mariah Kaercher, was funded 
completely by donations, would not have been 
possible. 
Continued on page 6, see Philanthropy. 
NEWS - 3 
Loitering citizen causes caution for Winona State 
Aperson loitering near Wabasha Hall raised concern for not only the safety of Winona 
State University students, faculty and staff but 
also for the Wabasha Children's Center and its 
students and staff. 
The person was identified by Winona State 
as neither a student nor an employee and was 
subject for arrest. 
Tarrell Portman, dean of the College of 
Education, said she did not believe the loiterer 
was an issue of great concern for the Winona 
State campus or the Wabasha Hall Children's 
Center. 
"I was contacted after security had been 
contacted," Portman said. "There was no crime 
committed. My understanding is limited, but no 
one was in danger and the children were all safe." 
Portman explained the person was known 
by the director of the children's center, June 
Reinecke, and there was no cause for safety 
concern after security measures were taken. 
Portman said the center was surprised mainly 
because they did not recognize the person. 
"We took correct measures," Portman said. 
"We followed up and had the facilities work with 
the elevator that goes down the children's center 
so nobody can get in. All other doors have a code 
to get inside." 
The information was released because the 
university wanted to remain transparent about 
the incident. 
"We want everyone to be aware that this was 
not endangering," Portman said. 
The Winona State campus took security 
measures to ensure the safety of everyone, 
but there was no endangerment or real crime 
committed, according to Portman. 
"It was just an instance that occurred, and I 
didn't receive any message from any parents from 
the children's center in Wabasha," Portman said. 
Portman said she got involved in the inci­
dent because Wabasha Hall fell under her 
responsibility. Patricia L. Rogers, the provost and 
vice-president for Academic Affairs at Winona 
State, was gone. 
"It really wasn't a situation that was at the level 
that there should be a great deal of concern," 
Portman said. "It was something that was taken 
care of." 
Portman explained one of the points and 
visions for the education village, which includes 
renovations and upgrades to Wabasha Hall and 
its children's center, is that it will be a community 
engagement space. This means people from the 
community will be able to enter the building. 
"When you have public buildings there are 
obviously people that come into the public 
spaces," Portman said. "The children's center has 
security measures in place so that people can not 
access the children's center." 
BY CHENEY MASON 
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s or like they do 
SECURITY INCIDENTS 
An individual restricted 
from campus was found 
on campus by security. 
Police were notified, and 
the individual was given a 
trespassing citation. 
A mother reported she 
had no contact with her 
daughter for several days. 
Security made contact 
with the daughter and 
informed her about it. 
An intoxicated student left 
Prentiss Hall wearing only 
his underwear. His room­
mate helped him back 
to his room, and the hall 
director was notified. 
Security found an unoc­
cupied running vehicle 
in contact with a parked 
vehicle on Mark Street. 
The Winona Police De­
partment was notified. 
A Haake Hall RA requested help from 
Security because when searching a 
student's room, the RA found cocaine. 
Security conducted a test on the pow­
der and determined it was cocaine. The 
matter was referred to the hall director 
jBTlj 
An intoxicated student 
was found in Sheehan 
Hall. EMS transport­
ed the student to the 
hospital, and the hall 
director was notified. 
Several students 
were found in pos­
session of alcohol in 
Prentiss Hall. The 
matter was referred 
to the hall director. 
An intoxicated student 
was found in Kirk-
land Hall. EMS took 
the individual to the 
hospital, and the hall 
director was notified. 
A non-student 
was found with 
alcohol in Haake 




ported a dispute 
with a room­
mate, and the 
hall director was 
notified. 
Students with marijua­
na were found in both 
Prentiss and Sheehan 
halls. Both matters 
were referred to the 
hall director. 
4 - NEWS 
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Health & Wellness rei 
Flu, continued from page 2. 
It is also important to eat well 
and a healthy breakfast every 
single day, Hansen said. It is pos­
sible to get some extra vitamin C 
by increasing the consumption 
of vitamin-rich foods like orang­
es, fruits and vegetables. While 
vitamin C tablets are sold at the 
drug store, Hansen suggested it 
is always better to simply in­
corporate an extra orange in a 
diet rather than taking artificial 
supplements. 
"Its also important to remem­
ber to clean electronics, spe­
cially the laptop and cellphone. 
You want to clean anything 
you touch frequently and wipe 
the screens with anti bacterial 
wipes," Hansen said. "If you 
touch them all the time, other 
people will touch them all the 
time, and we all end up passing 
along germs through touching." 
Hansen said when going to the 
gym it is also important to wear 
proper clothing and cool down 
to protect from the cold tem­
peratures outside. Bundling up 
when it is cold out and making 
sure not to go outside with wet 
hair is another small way to bat­
tle the elements and prevent the 
flu as well. 
"Also, getting a regular routine 
of exercise will help you stay 
healthier too and relieve stress 
from classes," Hansen said. 
As far as university awareness 
of flu prevention, Hansen said 
the university promotes health 
through media campaigns 
across campus and spreads out 
posters about how and why to 
get flu shots. 
Health and Wellness services 
also work in collaboration with 
the nursing department and 
use student nurses to do some 
special walk-in flu shot clinics in 
Kryzsko, she said. 
The services also host events 
like the Health hHut to promote 
general wellness for students. 
BY SARA TIRADOSSI 
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NEWS - 5 
THIS WEEK IN WINONA 
Study Abroad Peer Advising Meetings 
Time: Noon to 3:20 p.m. 
Place: Kryzsko Commons, Lower Hyphen 
Contact: Kathreen Smith, 
kesmithl 1 @winona.edu 
Grief Group 
Time: 4 to 5:15 p.m. 
Place: Integrated Wellness Complex, 
room 222 
Contact Eunie Alsaker, ealsaker@winona.edu 
Frozen Friday: Yarnology Yarn Bomb 
Time: 3 p.m. 
Place: Winona State University 
Contact: Frozen River Film Festival, 
www.frff.org 
Dessert Theatre: Renaissance Choir 
Time: 7 p.m. 
Place: Performing Arts Center, Vivian Fusillo Theatre 
Contact: Marybeth Lenhardt 
mlenhardt@winona.edu 
Frederick Ndabaramiye 
Time: 10 a.m. to noon 
Place: Science Laboratory Center, 
Room 120 
Contact: Sue Groth, sgroth@winona.edu 
Society of Collegiate Journalists: Waffle Sale 
Time: 8 to 11 a.m. 
Place: Kryzsko Commons, 
Student Activity Center 
Contact: Emily Dean, edean13@winona.edu 
Precinct Caucus Day 
Time: All day 
Place: Winona State University 
Contact: MnSCU, 
General counsel office 
Cheney Mason 
Winona State officials clarify investigation report 
A$25,000 investigation concerning an incident with former Winona State 
University basketball coach Mike Leaf was 
addressed to the Winona State community in 
an email from President Scott Olson earlier this 
month. A private investigator was hired by the 
university to address the matter. 
"I asked the investigator not to limit his 
inquiry to the facts of the complaint but also 
to pursue any other matters that came to his 
attention regarding the athletic department," 
Olson wrote in the email. 
Months later, the investigation ended, and a 
report was made, finding nothing more on the 
subject of inappropriate acts towards students. 
Though the investigation no negative details 
about the original complaint were revealed, the 
report said there were areas Winona State could 
still work on, including: improving procedures 
for how to handle payments for athletics camp 
employees, routine actions between human 
resources and supervisors, the Winona State 
Foundation continuing to review ways to be 
more transparent about employee-donated funds, 
and clarifying the employment status of graduate 
assistants and improving the appointment 
process. 
Lori Mikl, director of Legal Affairs at Winona 
State, said she was unable to speak about this 
specific investigation, but did mention the 
process commonly followed when something of 
this caliber is brought up. 
The process begins when a complaint is 
brought into the office. An investigation is then 
completed and a report is written. The report 
then goes to the decision makers, comprised of 
deans, vice presidents and other officials who 
are certified through Minnesota State Colleges 
and Universities, who make a determination 
of whether or not there has been a violation of 
either university or city code. 
If a violation is determined to have been 
committed a recommendation for discipline is 
made. It is during this process when the report 
becomes a confidential document, due to the fact 
that it contains private information regarding 
employee(s) and/or student(s). 
"The student data is protected by FERPA 
and the Minnesota Data Practices Act, and the 
employee data is protected by the Minnesota 
Data Practices Act as well," Mikl said. "The 
Minnesota Data Practices Act is very specific 
regarding what type of data can and can t be 
public about an employee." 
The real question running through most 
minds, is where did the $25,000 used to pay for 
the investigation come from? 
Lori Reed, an employee in Winona States 
Human Resources department, said the money 
comes from the general fund at Winona State. 
"I am unsure of where the money in the fund 
comes from, or how and what it is divided up 
for, but the fund pays for things that are needed 
throughout the university," Reed said. "From 
here, the process will continue on to an executive 
summary." 
According to Olson, the general fund comes 
from multiple sources like tuition and state 
funds. 
BY ZACH BAILEY 
news reporter 
zsbaileyl 4@winona. edu 
Philanthropy, continued from page 3. 
A Phonathon is a program which uses student 
callers to build relationships and raise money for 
the university. Many of these donations come 
from individuals in the alumni community. 
Kaercher, a Phonathon director and caller, said 
if students knew more about the impact of dona­
tions they would not be so hesitant to pick up the 
phone after they graduated when the Phonathon 
called to ask for donations. 
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A lot of the items donated to the campus in­
clude paintings and other art work were treasures 
that donors wished to share with Winona State. 
Kosik also stressed the importance of dona­
tions but pointed out how the donations do not 
have to always be money. 
"Stay engaged in the university. Come back 
and speak to classrooms. Help us plan events. 
Volunteer with us," Kosik said. "We work more 
for that time and talent piece. And then we hope 
that when you are in a position to give back some 
of that treasure, you think of the things that were 
most meaningful to you when you were here at 
Winona State." 
BY MIRANDA COULTHARD 
news reporter 
mcoulthardl 3@winona. edu 
Elizabeth Oness: Profile of a published professor 
Elizabeth Oness is a professor in the English department at Winona State University. How­
ever, she works along side her husband at a local 
book printing press, is also the author of a variety 
of award winning pieces of literature and recently 
moved onto a farm to renovate it. Oness shared 
her variety of interests and experiences and how 
she makes time for all of them. 
Oness said she did not start seriously writing 
until she was in her mid-20s. However, as a kid 
she read a lot, and said most people are interested 
in writing because they are interested in reading. 
Oness has written and published in a variety 
of genres, ranging from short fiction to novels to 
poetry. Her most recent piece of work, "Leaving 
Milan," a novel published in May 2015, was the 
winner of the Brighthorse Press Novel award. 
Oness said it is difficult for her to switch gears 
between genres, and she never writes both at the 
same time. She believes different genres require 
different parts of the brain to write and she is 
naturally more of a prose writer. She said because 
of this she can work on prose longer than she can 
work on poetry. 
"Each was something I needed to write in its 
time," Oness said, when asked if she had a favor­
ite of her works. "You are always most interested 
in what you are currently working on." 
She said she is currently working on a longer 
short story set in Winona. 
Oness has lived in many places. She grew up in 
Chappaqua, N.Y., attended and achieved varying 
degrees from universities in Virginia, Missouri 
and Maryland. 
Oness expressed she liked living in the cities 
when she lived in them, and that Columbia, 
Mo. was "the coolest," but she and her husband, 
Mikal, always liked Winona. She says she has no 
desire to move again because of the community 
of friends she has established here. 
Oness said one of the reasons she likes the Wi­
nona area so much is because of all the resources 
for sustainability and organic farming activity. 
She mentioned the local farmers market, co-op 
and the land stewardship project, which is a pri­
vate nonprofit organization prompting sustain­
able agriculture. 
Oness said because of her and her husbands in­
terest in farming, work at the press has been put 
on the side. Oness directs marketing and devel­
opment for the Sutton Hoo Press, a literary fine 
press, and her husband does the printing. 
"Printing is hard and repetitive work; I'll leave 
that to him," Oness said regarding how she and 
her husband divide their work. 
Mikal Oness founded the Sutton Hoo Press in 
1989 and the press moved to the area in 1997. In 
2001, Elizabeth Oness accepted her position as 
assistant professor of English at Winona State. 
Oness said she was not sure if she would like 
teaching, and she got her Ph.D. because she was 
interested in reading. 
"I started teaching when I was 32 and I'm now 
55," said Oness. "Teaching feels different now 
than it did, I have experience, I've seen a lot more 
life than my students but I still don't feel above 
them. There's just no substitute for that life expe­
rience." 
Oness teaches composition, literature and fic­
tion writing courses. Oness said she likes teach­
ing introduction to literature courses because she 
gets a wide variety of students who take the class 
as a requirement and it is a fun experience. 
Along with being a professor, she also is in­
volved in the Winona creative writing prize and 
the great river reading series, in which all the 
creative writing professors work together to bring 
authors to the university to read their work. 
"Winona State has a good reputation for its 
reading series," Oness said. "Visiting writers say 
it's a pleasure to come to a place where students 
are reading their works and it's a nice experience 
for students." 
With all of her involvement in her varies in­
terests, Oness said she has become very good at 
managing her time. 
Elizabeth Oness is an EMMA MASUILEWICZ 
award-winning author and photographer 
professor at Winona State. emasuilewiczl4@winona.edi 
"I don't really have the luxury of having a writ­
ing process," Oness said. "I revise a lot because I 
don't have time. I try to get my own writing done 
in the morning and not waste morning energy 
on stuff that doesn't matter, and things that don't 
take much concentration I work on at night." 
To read Oness's latest novel, "Leaving Milan," 
visit The Book Shelf in downtown Winona to 
purchase a copy. 
BY DANA SCOn 
features reporter 
dscottl 2@winona. edu 
LIFE - 7 
Movies with Nate: Oscar predictions 
We are less than a week away from the 88th Academy Awards, and with that, people 
have a lot of questions: who is going to get Best 
Picture? Will Leonardo DiCaprio finally get the 
Oscar he has always deserved? 
Here is your cheat sheet for this year s Oscars, 
where I will try to answer as many questions as I 
can. As with any prediction piece, take note that I 
might very well be wrong come Sunday. Nobody 
can truly know what the Academy is thinking. 
That said, let's get to it! 
Best Picture - "Spotlight" 
We'll start off with the most complicated. The 
Best Picture race is a doozy this year, and to be 
honest, its looking like a four-way tie. "The Rev-
enant" has been getting some high praise lately, 
and after the showing at the Golden Globes, 
many placed it as the frontrunner. "The Big 
Short" took the highest honor at the Producers 
Guild of America Awards, which on a typical 
year makes the winner a lock for Best Picture (in 
the past 10 years, only once has the Best Picture 
winner been different). Yet, at the Screen Actors 
Guild awards, "Spotlight" took home the gold, 
which is also a good indicator. Personally, I'm 
giving "Spotlight" a bit of the edge this year. It has 
the subject matter, tonality and perfect imple­
mentation the Academy just eats up. This being 
said, there's always "Mad Max: Fury Road," which 
has blown away anyone's expectations, and may 
do it again. 
Best Actor - Leonardo DiCaprio - "The Reve-
nant" 
It's finally Leo's year. After decades of being 
No-Oscar Leo, DiCaprio will finally become reg­
ular old Leo. His performance in "The Revenant" 
has been sweeping acting awards this year. The 
combination of physical endurance and emo­
tional depth DiCaprio displayed was beyond any 
other performance of the year, and easily gives 
DiCaprio the frontrunner status he deserves. 
With the momentum his role is taking, he's the 
closest thing to a lock we have. 
Best Actress - Brie Larson - "The Room" 
Brie Larson's performance in "The Room" has 
been considered the frontrunner for a while now, 
and for good reason. Her simultaneously heart­
warming and tragic role was a showstopper, and 
more than worthy of an Oscar. However, Cate 
Blanchett put in the performance of her career 
in "Carol," which might be enough to swing the 
Academy's voters. 
Best Supporting Actor - Alicia Vikander - "The 
Danish Girl" 
Vikander had a huge year, appearing in "The 
Man from U.N.C.L.E.," "Ex Machina" and her 
nominated role in "The Danish Girl." Vikander 
is a shoe-in for Best Supporting Actress, though 
personally, I believe she was nominated for the 
wrong role. Her performance as Gerda Wegener 
in "The Danish Girl" is by no means a bad show, 
but her role as Ava in "Ex Machina" was a com­
plete tour de force. That said, a win is a win, and 
she is easily the frontrunner. 
As for the smaller awards, "Mad Max: Fury 
Road" is a lock for the technical awards, Ennio 
Morricone will take home Best Score for his work 
on "The Hateful Eight," and the screenwriting 
awards will likely go to the writers of "Spotlight" 
and "The Big Short." 
The 88th Academy Awards airs on Sunday, Feb. 
28 at 6:30 p.m. on ABC and will also be stream­
ing online, so tune in to see if Leo finally gets his 
dues. As usual, Winona, keep watching! 
BY NATHANIEL NELSON 
features / news reporter 
nnelsonl3 @winona. edu 
Award-winning photographer presents new exhibit 
Award-winning Minnesota photographer and documentary filmmaker David Eberhardt is 
displaying his work at the Marine Art Museum. 
Eberhardt's works will be on display in "River 
Life: Recent Work by David Eberhardt," from 
now until April 24 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tues­
day through Sunday. 
Thirty-nine photos were on display in the 
brightly lit room at the Museum. Soft piano 
music played in the background and there was a 
couch area with a TV in the corner. The Missis­
sippi River was visible through the large win­
dows, casting in a pleasant evening glow. 
Eberhardt's work showcases people living in sit­
uations deemed outside of what is typically seen 
as mainstream. His photographs in the exhibit 
are all in black and white 
In 2004, he started a production on a photo-
8 - LIFE 
graph and film project called "Stay Afloat." He 
documented young travelers who call themselves 
"Boat Punks." They traveled to mid America in 
homemade boats, in search of adventure and a 
life full of freedom. 
He also documented two of those Boat Punks' 
adventure down the Mekong River in Cambodia 
and the Nam Oh River in northern Laos. 
Eberhardt documented a group of 12 people 
and four dogs traveling from Minneapolis to New 
Orleans by the Mississippi on a seven -month 
trip. These people ranged from ages 19 to 30 and 
were a diverse group of people, including artists, 
craftsmen, anarchists, eco-activists and outcasts. 
Images from these events are displayed at the 
"River Life" exhibit. There were also recent pho­
tos from Winona and Wisconsin on display. 
Winona State University junior Ashley Schnei­
der visited the exhibit. 
"The photographs really show how everywhere 
is reliant on the water, whether Asia or America," 
she said. 
The photos showcase all different type of ac­
tivities, such as fishing, curing baskets, a grocery 
boat, swamp houses, boat houses, riverside, 
canals and boating. 
"I am very grateful to the members of the 
flotilla as well as the other people in these pho­
tographs who allowed me to share moments and 
time in their lives," Eberhardt said. 
BY MICHAELA GAFFKE 
features writer 
mgaffkel 2@winona. edu 
Wellness Wednesday features "Yoga for Newbies" 
There are many different types of yoga, which yogis can partici­
pate in. Aerial yoga involves swing­
ing from hammocks, and Ashtanga 
yoga is a very athletic and vigorous 
type of yoga. On Wellness Wednes­
day, the yoga newbies focused most­
ly on the basic steps of yoga, known 
as the great salutation. 
The great salutation involves a 
series of 22 different moves yogis 
can guide themselves through to 
help channel their focus, strength 
and their stamina. The great saluta­
tion is also a great way to channel 
relaxation, one of the main things 
practicing yogis strive for. 
Yoga is a great activity for many 
reasons. Yoga has many physical 
benefits, and it also contributes to a 
positive wellbeing regarding mental 
health. 
Yoga increases flexibility, stamina 
and it also has been shown to release 
stress and enact relaxation. Partic­
ipating in yoga allows you to clear 
your mind of stressors and focus on 
yourself and your fitness. 
"There's been a lot of studies 
about yoga and how it can help you, 
and one study showed that it can 
increase your flexibility up to 35 
percent," sophomore Jenny Connell 
said. 
There are many things aspiring 
yogis can do to better their experi­
ence while practicing. Yogis should 
find a quiet space where they can 
focus, with their cell phone turned 
off. 
It is also important for to yogis 
allow adequate time between eating 
and practicing yoga so a digesting 
stomach does not distract them. 
They should focus inwardly on 
themselves and their different pos­
tures while also focusing on their 
breathing and their balance. 
First-years Kammie Williams, Amber Lobb and Shelby Lundin practice yoga poses for the Wellness Wednesday 
event "Yoga for Newbies" in the IWC. 
SARAH MURRAY 
photographer 
skmurray 12@winona. edu 
Yogis should remember to bring 
themselves back to their practice if 
their mind begins to wander, only 
focusing on themselves and their 
different postures. Practicing yoga 
should give yogis a newfound sense 
of relaxation and comfort. 
"It's used today to increase health 
and wellbeing," Health Promotion 
Programming GA Johnna Miller 
said. 
A great place to begin to learn 
these yoga techniques is by attend­
ing the free yoga classes Winona 
State University has to offer. A few 
different types of yoga classes are 
offered multiple times each week in 
the Integrated Wellness Complex. 
These classes are great for be­
ginners as well as more advanced 
yogis, or for anyone who is looking 
to improve their skills. The fitness 
instructors make being a beginner 
easy even though it can be challeng­
ing and intimidating to start a new 
activity. 
"I've been to a few classes here and 
I liked it," first-year Kammie Wil­
liams said. 
Students who are more interested 
in learning the basic techniques of 
yoga and trying them out for them­
selves should visit the Winona State 
Fitness Facebook page to obtain 
the schedule of classes. From there 
potential yogis should head over to 
the Integrated Wellness Complex to 
begin a yoga journey. 
BY MADISON BOWE 
features reporter 
mbowel 4@winona. edu 
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After months of hard work, students, faculty, alumni and guest choreographers presented 
Dancescapes 26th performance. The Winona State 
University department of theatre and dance showcased 
"Dancescape 2016" Feb. 18 to Feb. 20. The performances 
featured a collaboration of 15 modern dances in the 
Vivian Fusillo Main Stage on campus. 
PHOTOS BY TAYLOR NYMAN 
photo editor 
tnyman 12@ winona. edu 
"Dancescape 2016" in photo review 
Choreographer and dancer, Courtney Harms shows her villainous 
side in the dance "Avarice" as she retrieves the power from the 
villagers. 
Sophomore Ella Dierberger (far left) performs in "Moonscape," in which director of "Dancescape 2016," 
Gretchen Cohenour, choreographed. 
Dancer Sydney Swanson (middle) holds a red cloth in the dance "Unreliable Narrator," which represents 
the connection of individuals in our society even when everyone's outer appearance is different. 
1 0 -  C O V E R  S T O R Y  
Checkout OneDrive 8 
Dancers Nick Garcia (far left), Ashley Brotherton (middle back), Kilat Fitzgerald (far right) and 
Kassidy Jackson (crouched down) portray a scary dream as the seven deadly sins as Bailey Alleman 
(sitting on floor) struggles for a way to keep them away from her in the dance "6/7." 
First-year Hannah Pulver-Knowles struggles for a breath as she 
performs in the dance "From Within," which represents a heart 
striving for a second chance in life. 
Every WSU student and employee has OneDrive for Business storage space 
Save your files, pictures, movies, etc.... 
To find out how to access your 
OneDrive for Business cloud 
storage space go to... 
"learn.winona.edu" and search 
for "OneDrive for Business". 
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Performers prepare for "The Cat in the Hat" 
Winona State University students will be traveling to 21 different elementary 
schools to perform their production of "The Cat 
in the Hat." Rehearsals began during the first 
week of the semester, and they are ready for their 
first performance on Tuesday, Feb. 23 at Imman-
uel Lutheran School in Lewiston, Minn. 
The theatre and dance program has not put on 
a children's production since performing "Peter 
Pan" in 2013, giving the actors a refreshing and 
new experience in their acting careers. 
Brett Burger, who will be playing the Cat and 
Thing Two, will be graduating this spring, and 
"The Cat in the Hat" will be his last show before 
leaving Winona State. 
"I've had a wide experience in different genres 
of theatre here so I wanted to add one more," 
Burger said. "I have never done a children's show 
before, but I'm very excited." 
Actors who have been involved with children's 
theatre productions agree how performing for 
kids is no simple task. Adam Calcagno, who will 
be playing the boy and Thing One performed a 
production of "The Wizard of Oz" when he was 
in eighth grade for the elementary students of his 
district. 
"To this day, they have been the toughest crowd 
of my acting experience," Calcagno said. "This 
does make me slightly nervous performing in 
front of the same age group again, however the 
entire cast is far more experienced." 
Rebecca Borchardt, who will be playing Sally 
and the Fish, thinks the audience is what makes 
this production fun for the actors. 
"I like the idea of performing for children, 
because you never know how they are going to 
react," Borchardt said. 
This production is pushing the actors to act in a 
way and style they have not been accustomed to. 
Keeping a child's attention for 20 to 30 minutes 
requires a lot of entertainment. 
Cody Anderson, who plays the Fish, shared 
what he has learned from the different style of a 
children's theatre production. 
"This experience is vastly different from shows 
like 'Elephant's Graveyard' or As You Like It,"' 
12 - LIFE 
Anderson said. "It's a different form of acting 
where everything is more exaggerated and whim­
sical to keep the kids attentive and entertained." 
Borchard agreed and said, "I have learned to 
go above and beyond. These kids want big and 
goofy." 
While the play is made to be loud and silly, a lot 
of work has been put into this production. 
"Some people probably feel like it's just an easy 
form of theatre because you can be loud and fun 
and run around, but it's not," Burger said. "You 
still need to focus and be in control of knowing 
who the character is, what their super objective 
is and be sure to find the relationships between 
your character and the others." 
The production will be traveling around 
schools within the region, performing the show 
up to twice a day, keeping the actors busy. The 
performances will conclude in mid-March and 
the two final shows will be performed at Winona 
State in the Vivian Fusillo theatre in the Perform­
ing Arts Center on March 18 and 19 at 2 p.m. 
BY GIN A SCOn 
features reporter 
gscottl2@winona. edu 
Senior Brett Burger prepares his role as the Cat in the traveling performance tour of "The Cat 
in the Hat." The theatre and dance program's first performance will be Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 
Immanuel Lutheran School in Lewiston, Minn. 
TAYLOR NYMAN 
photo editor 
tnymanl 2@winona. edu 
UPAC hosts "Comedy Murder Mystery" event 
Several houseguests sit amongst each other at a swanky dinner 
party in the mansion of a million­
aire. While socializing, the lights 
abruptly flicker on and off. 
There's been a murder. 
The victim is beloved Winona 
State University mascot Wazoo. 
This "murder" was orchestrated 
as a part of the Comedy Murder 
Mystery event hosted by UPAC on 
Wednesday, Feb. 17. 
Using their imagination, students, 
or houseguests, turned the East Hall 
of Kryszko Commons into a fancy 
dining room. As they entered the 
room, guests were given silly pseud­
onyms, like "Lady Parmesan" or 
"Scottish Chainsaw." 
Junior Brooke Klemn was en­
tertained by the different creative 
details within the event. 
"I though the funny names were a 
cute idea," Klemn said. 
The houseguests based their ac­
cusations on suspects they had met 
while socializing. Individuals would 
read their accusations out loud to 
the detectives working on the case. 
Once the accusations were read, 
the detectives gathered information 
about the possible suspects within 
the group of houseguests. Once the 
suspects were chosen, they were in­
terrogated with tough questions and 
impromptu games of rock, paper, 
scissors. In the end, the detective 
narrowed down the number of sus­
pects to three. 
As the audience tried to deter­
mine which suspect committed the 
murder, everyone was also debating 
on the possible murder weapons. 
After much deliberation, the murder 
weapons were decided upon were a 
kazoo, a banana and a feather. 
Each suspect was assigned a 
murder weapon, and as a part of 
the investigation, different audience 
members read their interpretation 
of how the murder happened. As 
each interpretation was read, the 
suspect re-enacted the event. 
One suspect was a rival mascot, 
who supposedly killed Wazoo by 
stabbing him in the eye with a feath­
er in a fit of rage after discovering 
Wazoo eating his rival's pet birds. 
Another suspect was Wazoo's mis­
tress, who was comically portrayed 
by a student with a heavy beard and 
a blonde wig. She allegedly killed 
Wazoo by stabbing him in the jug­
ular with a kazoo, after he told her 
how her butt looked big in her jeans. 
After much deliberation between 
the detectives and houseguests, the 
murderer was revealed to be Wa­
zoo's French maid, Singing Holo­
gram. The maid, who was pregnant 
with the mascot's child, stabbed him 
in the neck with a banana after an 
argument in his bedroom. 
This event was planned by UPAC's 
Special On -Campus Director Erica 
Kish. The audience engagement is 
an element Kish found interesting 
when choosing the event. 
"I wanted to find something that 
would be interactive with the whole 
audience," Kish said. "I was looking 
to something we have never done 
before." 
This audience interaction was the 
highlight of the experience for many 
students, including senior Hannah 
Nagel. 
"It was nice how they include peo­
ple and got them involved without 
making you feel uncomfortable," 
Nagel said. 
When picking out the event, Kish 
wanted to find something unique 
and entertaining. 
"I wanted to set up something 
that wasn't just a typical magician or 
comedian show," Kish said. "I think 
this event will give a different per­
spective on the kind of events that 
can be planned campus." 
For more events this semester, 
Kish has been working with other 
groups to co-sponsor events. On 
Wednesday, Feb. 24, UPAC will be 
co-sponsoring a Slam Poetry Night 
in the Student Activity Center at 
7:00 p.m. 
BY ELIZABETH PULANCO 
features reporter / copy editor 
epulancol 2@winona. edu 
Students watch as a potential suspect pretends to play dead in 
the midst of the murder mystery investigation. UPAC hosted the 
comedy murder mystery event on Wednesday, Feb. 17. 
LAUREN REUTELER 
photographer 




Op-ed: Cons to a library cafe on campus 
There has been a growing call for the creation of a coffee shop or a similar food 
service operation in the Darrell W. Krueger Library. In November the Student 
Senate passed a resolution recommending such an amenity and a library cafe has 
been a factor in the bidding process for the new campus food service contract, 
which is currently under consideration. 
A library food service operation is a mistake. A big one. 
A cafe will come at the cost of library services. Imagine doing your office work 
with a coffee maker grinding in your ear. The noise and aromas make it impossible 
to be an effective employee and the cafe will disrupt students attempting to study. 
Far from making the building more accessible, a food operation will actually wors­
en the user experience and therefore discourage students from using the library. 
The proposed cafe will also degrade the library's academic environment by mu­
tating the culture of the building from an academic space and into a recreational 
one. If the library becomes indistinguishable from domestic spaces like residence 
halls and leisure spaces like the student union then the library loses the very quali­
ty that makes it a unique asset to the campus. 
A library food service operation is also at odds with Winona States sustainability 
initiatives. A cafe creates a great amount of waste in the form of unrecyclable cups 
and disposable containers. This institution cannot continue to pride itself on eco­
logical stewardship if it builds campus services that are contrary to that mission. 
More than anything, a library food service operation is wholly unnecessary. Kry-
zsko Commons, whose hours largely overlap with the library and provides a wide 
array of food options, is only about one hundred yards from the library entrance. 
At present, students are allowed to bring food from the union to the library. There 
is simply no need to build an entirely new operation within shouting distance of a 
perfectly adequate facility. 
Perks like coffee shops are gimmicks and gimmicks are an admission that we've 
ceased trying to improve our facilities and services. This is a university, not a re­
sort. We are in the business of knowledge not amenities. Sacrificing academic ser­
vices and compromising our intellectual culture so that students can buy a muffin 
is a betrayal of the mission of the library and the university. 
Sincerely, 
Nathan Wardinski 
Library Technician, Darrell W. Krueger Library 
"Students, In the Feb. 
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Op-ed: Ditch your wasteful ways, use reusable k-cups 
When it comes to coffee, I pride myself on my self-control. One cup per 
day—otherwise I run the risk of over caffeinating my body so that it feels 
like I'm floating on a rocket ship. 
Only drinking one cup per day makes having a Keurig very convenient. 
Although anything convenient is a huge draw for any college student, using 
k-cups with your Keurig machine is a huge detriment to the environment. 
So much so that the creator of the k-cup, John Sylvan, regrets ever having 
invented them, according to an interview he did with "The Atlantic." 
According to killthekcup.org the amount of k-cups discarded by Keurig 
users could be used to wrap the earth 10.5 times. The earths circumference 
is 24,901 miles. A k-cup is about one inch long. Can you even comprehend 
how many k-cups that sit in landfills already? 
I'll be the first to admit that I've not always made the most environmen­
tally sound decisions. I used to use k-cups every morning, eat meat at every 
meal and unfortunately I still drive a gas guzzling Tahoe because it's my 
parent's car and I can't afford to buy a Prius. 
However, cutting k-cups out of your daily routine is a really easy way to 
curb your carbon footprint. 
The alarming thing about the k-cup trend is that it's now widely known 
that k-cups are a huge waste yet consumers continue to use them with­
out regret. Not only are they taxing on the environment but also on your 
bank account, as a box of 24 count k-cups usually costs at least $15. A bag 
of ground coffee beans, which you can use with a reusable and washable 
k-cup, is about eight dollars and will last you a lot longer. 
As educated college students, we need to take action to counteract climate 
change. As small of a step as this sounds, replacing the daily use of waste­
ful k-cups with a reusable k-cup for your Keurig is a really simple way to 
reduce your carbon footprint and reduce the amount of money you spend 
on groceries. 
Although being smothered by student debt, exams and papers may make 
it feel like we have no control over our environment, the reality is what 
we do now will determine the future of our earth. It's a simple switch that 
everyone should make today. 
Kim Schneider 
News release: The Dinkytown Uprising' Portrait of a Minnesota 
'Revolutionary' Generation, Frozen River Fest Screening 
The dynamic story of the 40-day, 40-night continuous occupation 
of Dinkytown, involving thousands of University students at the height 
of the anti-Vietnam War demonstrations in 1970, now captured in a re­
cent documentary film, "The Dinkytown Uprising," will get a blue-ribbon 
screening 10 a..m. Sunday Frozen River fest, with director/cameraman A1 
Milgrom present as "the oldest emerging' film director in the world" with 
his first feature at age 93. 
The 95-minute film, shot by U/Minn alum Milgrom and featuring a 
half-dozen ex-U-student protagonists, now of the "boomer" generation, 
highlights the unprecedented two-month takeover of the venerable Dinky­
town neighborhood in protest both against the war as well as the intended 
incursion of a Red Barn fast-food franchise to restyle the historic neighbor­
hood, ending in a "war at home" confrontation ala Berkeley, Madison and 
Columbia U, all famous at the time. 
The Dinkytown occupation, from March through May 1970, is believed 
to have been the longest continuous U.S. protest of its kind at the time. 
Film is narrated by playwright/actor Peter Moore, edited by Dan Geiger 
(deputy editor and co-director, "Fargo"). More than 10 years in the making, 
these activists and participants in the film recall their roles at as they re­
member them today as once again ,as gentrification, historic memory and 
are again in the news. Bob Dylan and Willie Murphy figure prominently in 
the film's music. 
Some half-dozen participants recall their roles as activist "revolutionaries" 
in what is believed the longest continued protest and occupation during the 
Vietnam War era ,as corporate incursion in the Minneapolis neighborhood 
conflated with U.S. invasion of Vietnam. 
In interviews about their lives today they spell out their destinies in this 
portrait of the exceptional Seventies generation. 
A1 Milgrom 
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Softball moves 5-1 after weekend tournament 
After starting the season with a pair of wins over Grand View University, the Winona 
State University women's softball team claimed 
three wins out of a total of four games played at 
the NSIC/MLAA crossover tournament at the 
RCTC Dome in Rochester. 
The Warriors began the weekend with a 6-2 vic­
tory against Pittsburg State University. 
In the third inning, Winona State struck first 
with sophomore pitcher/outfielder McKenna 
Larsen's RBI sacrifice brought in first-year infield-
er Lani Van Zyl. The Gorillas got on the score­
board in the fourth inning with a home run to 
left field to take a 2-1 lead, but the Warriors took 
control after that. 
Winona State tied the game after an unearned 
run in the fourth inning and added four runs in 
the sixth, thanks to RBIs from senior shortstop 
Chelsey Rodenkirch, Van Zyl and junior third 
baseman/shortstop Allyson O'Herron. 
Senior pitcher Hannah Lythberg said the Goril­
las were a tough test for the Warriors. 
"They were really good," Lythberg said. "It was 
a dogfight at first, but it just comes down to really 
small plays." 
The second game of the day was against Wash­
burn University, where the Warriors raced out to 
an 8-0 lead by the fourth inning. 
Senior outfielder Natalie Kalmes brought in 
fellow senior Reed Karsten on a RBI groundout 
for the teams first run. 
Continued on page 17, see Softball. 
Gymnastics posts home victory 
For the Winona State University gymnastics team, Friday night was more than their last 
home meet of the season. It was a night of honor­
ing four seniors, Brooke Hiestand, Jade Donald­
son, Emily Goldeman and Olivia Cattleino, who 
were stepping out to the floor one last time. 
The Warriors wrapped up their final home 
meet with a 186.175-183.250 win on senior night 
against Hamline University in Winona. 
Donaldson recorded her best all-around score 
of the season, a 37.275. Donaldson was able to 
score above a 9.0 on all four events, posting a 
9.550 on vault, a 9.475 on floor, a 9.200 on bars 
and a 9.100 on beam. 
"I felt really great about my performance. Its 
been an up and down kind of season for me so to 
put it together while my parents were here and it 
being senior night was really good," Donaldson 
said. 
Also preforming well in all-around competition 
was sophomore Eboni Jackson. Jackson posted 
a 38.250 all-around score and won three out of 
four events. Jackson won the vault with a score 
of 9.650, the balance beam with a 9.500 and floor 
exercise with a 9.650 and placed second on the 
uneven bars with a 9.450. 
Hiestand tied for third place on floor exercise 
scoring a 9.525 and also scored a 9.450 on vault. 
Hiestand said there were a lot of emotions 
while competing at her last home meet of her 
college gymnastics career. 
"I think I might have let that get in the way a 
little bit but I don't think I could have been more 
proud of the way I went out here at Winona 
State," Hiestand said. 
Goldeman recorded a 9.500 on vault. The War­
rior achieved a vault score of 47.500, which was 
the second-best in program history behind last 
week's 47.800 score. 
Sophomore Katie Pipp won the uneven bars 
with a 9.475 while Cattelino scored a 9.100. 
First-years Natalie Koehler and Miranda 
Saathoff took second and third place on balance 
beam with scores of 9.350 and a 9.325, respec­
tively. 
Winona State head coach Beckie Rolbiecki 
said the team's confidence level has improved 
throughout the season. 
"They're showing much more confidence in 
their performances," Rolbiecki said. 
Winona State will complete its regular season at 
the Best of Minnesota meet Saturday, Feb. 27 in 
Minneapolis. 
Donaldson said she is looking forward to the 
upcoming meet and improving on her perfor­
mance. 
"I feel really good. I'm ready to continue what 
I did this past weekend on this next weekend," 
Donaldson said. "Our motto this year is to give 
an extra tenth so that's what I want to bring to 
on senior night 
First-year Natalie Koehler performs JACOB STRIKER 
a handspring on the balance beam photographer 
against Hamline University Friday jstriker 12@winona. edu 
in Winona. 
my team, pick up some extra tenths that we 
might have lost this last weekend so that we can 
bring up our team score." 
This will be the Warrior's last meet before com­
peting at the WIAC Championship/NCGA West 
Regional in La Crosse on March 4. 
Rolbiecki said she believes in the team and their 
goal of reaching the national tournament. 
"I have never felt more confident about it, the 
last two meets have really shown me some of the 
consistence we've been looking for," Rolbiecki 
said. 
BY REAGAN JOHNSON 
sports reporter 
rjjohnsonl 2@winona. edu 
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Softball, continued from page 16. 
This was followed by four more runs in the 
second, including Karstens first three-run homer 
of the year, bringing the team ahead 5-0. 
Rodenkirch added a ground-rule RBI double 
and later scored on a balk before an RBI triple by 
Van Zyl made it 8-0. 
The Ichabods responded with four runs in the 
fourth off Larsen and a pair of runs off sopho­
more pitcher Alex Walker in the fifth to cut the 
lead 8-6 before Lythberg finished the game with 
her first save of the season. 
The Warriors were put on the wrong end of a 
shutout in their opener on Saturday, losing 4-0 
against Pittsburg State despite pitcher Alex Walk­
er striking out five batters. 
The final game against Northwest Missouri 
State University was a victory of 6-0 thanks to 
Larsen's 3-for-3 game with 4 RBI which included 
a 3-run home run in the fourth inning. 
Winona State head coach Greg Jones said he 
liked the teams performance over the weekend. 
"We gave ourselves some opportunities," Jones 
said. "Our kids played well the entire weekend. 
We're exactly where we want to be. It's about 
competing." 
Winona State (5-1) will return to the RCTC 
Dome on Wednesday to compete against Wis-
consin-Parkside for a doubleheader scheduled for 
3 p.m. 
BY KILAT FITZGERALD 
sports reporter 
kfitzgeraldl 3@winona. edu 
Men's basketball wraps up regular season 
Aweekend split concluded the Winona State University men's basketball teams regular 
season on the road against Wayne State College 
and Augustana University. 
The Warriors finished the season third in the 
NSIC South Division behind Minnesota State 
University Mankato and Augustana. 
In the opening minutes, senior guard Conrad 
Masberg scored the first five points for the War­
riors, putting them up 5-3. 
The Wildcats answered a few minutes later 
with a run to take a 12-5 lead. 
Masberg and junior guard Riley Bambenek hit 
consecutive threes, which put the Warriors up 
26-19 with 8:03 to play in the half. 
The Warriors went up 35-25 after a layup from 
senior forward Nick Arenz before a jumper by 
Bauman gave Winona State a 40-27 advantage at 
the half. 
Throughout the second half, the Warriors 
maintained their lead as the Wildcats never 
reached within single digits the rest of the game. 
Junior guard Isaiah Gray hit a three with 13:24 
left on the clock to put the Warriors up 20 points. 
With the Warrior lead 54-34, the Wildcats cut 
the deficit 62-52 with 5:24 to go, but the Warriors 
would eventually coast to a 75-62 victory. 
"We're working hard and being rewarded for it," 
Winona State head coach Todd Eisner said. 
Gray and Masberg led the Warriors with 15 
points apiece, while Bambenek chipped in 13 and 
Bauman netted 11. 
Bauman said each player on the team is capable 
of having a good game. 
"The best part about out team is, you don't 
know who is going to have a good night," Bau­
man said. 
The Warriors wrapped up the regular season 
with a 66-55 loss to No. 5 Augustana on Saturday 
night in Sioux Falls, S.D. 
The Vikings began the game with a 13-4 run in 
the first three and a half minutes. Three minutes 
later, Winona State was down 24-9. 
The Warriors sparked a 13-0 run which brought 
the score to 24-22 with 8:28 on the clock before 
the Vikings entered halftime with a 33-29 lead. 
Augustana took advantage of the Warriors' 
28 percent shooting in the second half to dou­
ble-digits 41-31 with four minutes remaining. 
Senior forward Mark Blacklock hit a three, 
which narrowed the lead to nine before Arenz 
connected on a three of his own to bring the 
score 57-49 with 4:03 to play. Augustana, howev­
er, would control the lead for the rest of the game 
and eventually come away with a 66-55 win. 
Blacklock led the Warriors in scoring with 17 
points on 6-of-9 shooting to go along with eight 
rebounds, three steals and two blocks. 
Bambenek said the team's goal looking forward 
is just to win. 
"We control our own destiny," Bambenek said. 
Winona State (14-12,13-9 NSIC) will host 
Minot State University on Wednesday at 8 p.m. to 
begin the NSIC South Division tournament. The 
Warriors lost to Minot State earlier in the year on 
the road by a score of 63-46. 
BY REID PETERS 
sports reporter 
rpetersl4@winona.edu 
Baseball prepares for season with road games 
After the weekend off, the Winona State Uni­versity men's baseball team will head back 
down to St. Louis, Mo. to play four games in the 
Maryville Baseball Invite. 
The Warriors will start Friday afternoon against 
the University of Maryville, who is coming off 
five losses in the last seven games. 
The Saints managed to put up 69 runs in 11 
games this year, including four home runs by 
senior Yoonjae Nam. 
The Warriors will also play two games against 
Drury University and one game against No. 18 
Grand Valley State University. 
Winona State head coach Kyle Poock said the 
Lakers are a tough opponent. 
"[Grand Valley from Michigan] is one of the 
best teams in the country," Poock said. 
The Warriors will then head down to Florida 
to play six games including matchups against 
nine-time national champion Florida Southern 
College and Seton Hill University coming off of 
their fourth straight 40-win season. 
After spring break the Warriors will take a cou­
ple weekends off before finally starting NSIC play. 
Sophomore outfielder Joe Kuruba said how 
these games play a factor heading into NSIC play. 
Continued on page 18, see Baseball. 
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Baseball, continued from page 17. 
"We need to be able to stay focused the entire 
game," Kuruba said. "That is the biggest thing 
we need to work on in these games leading up to 
conference play." 
One of those key conference games is against 
Minnesota State University Mankato later in the 
season. The Mavericks finished the season last 
year second in the NSIC with a 30-4 record. 
The Warriors lost four out of five games to the 
Mavericks last year and are looking to bounce 
back this season. 
"I like to think us and Mankato have a big rival­
ry," Poock said. "That goes all the way back to 
when I played here in the 80 s." 
The Warriors will play a two-game home series 
against the Mavericks in the last week of April. 
After losing so many players to injury last year, 
Kuruba said health is the biggest key this season. 
"Many things can hold us back," Kuruba said. 
"Injuries however are what can really hurt us this 
year." 
The Warriors finished with 134 points in the 
NSIC preseason coaches poll, putting them in 
fifth place in the conference. 
Poock said the team is optimistic about its 
season goal. 
"The team goal is to win the conference cham­
pionship," Poock said. "I think it's a very reason­
able and doable goal." 
Senior Tyler Nehring said Poock has set a goal 
for the team: win games. 
"We need to win the easy games first and find a 
way to win the harder ones," Nehring said. 
BY SPENCER ELLINGSON 
sports reporter 
sellingsonl 5@winona. edu 
Women's basketball No. 1 overall seed 
With two games left in the regular season, the No. 8 Winona State University wom­
en's basketball team looked to clinch the top seed 
in the NSIC tournament with a pair of victories 
last weekend against Wayne State College and 
Augustana University. The Warriors won both 
matchups, defeating Wayne State 73-55 and Au­
gustana 69-59. 
Winona State started the game against Wayne 
State with a quick 7-0 run and had a double-digit 
lead with just over six minutes to play in the first 
quarter. The Wildcats answered with a 13-6 run, 
giving the Warriors a slim 20-17 lead. 
After a back-and-forth second quarter, the 
Warriors went into halftime with a 36-29 lead. 
Winona State opened up the second half when 
senior point guard Connor Nagle hit a 3-pointer 
to give the Warriors a 41-29 lead and later con­
nected on another triple to make it 55-33, with 
2:23 remaining in the third quarter to cruise to a 
73-55 victory. 
Nagle finished with 20 points, eight rebounds 
and four assists. Sophomore forward Hannah 
McGlone and junior center Kayla Timmerman 
both finished with 12 points and eight rebounds. 
Senior guard Alexis Foley had five points, three 
rebounds, six assists, two steals and a block. 
The Warriors wrapped up the regular season 
with a matchup against Augustana on Saturday 
and came away with a 69-59 win. 
After a tight beginning of the first quarter, the 
Warriors went on a 16-2 run on the strength of 
two 3-pointers from junior guard Tara Roelots, 
ending with a 23-15 lead. 
The Vikings cut the deficit to seven a few times 
in the second quarter, but Winona State contin­
ued to maintain its lead to gain a 38-25 advantage 
at halftime. 
In the third, Roelofs hit another three, along 
with senior guard Emily Passint to give the War­
riors a 44-25 lead early in the quarter. Augustana 
cut the deficit to seven again, but the Warriors 
iced the game with their free-throw shooting. 
Roelofs finished with 21 points, connecting on 
four 3-pointers while collecting four rebounds 
and two assists. 
Roelofs said she is able to keep a shooters 
mindset, no matter the score. 
"Not thinking about the shot or getting shots 
for myself," Roelofs said. "When I focus on my 
teammates and what is best for the team, it helps 
me to not put pressure on myself and think I have 
to win the game on my own." 
Nagle had 14 points, eight rebounds and five 
assists. Timmerman added 14 points of her own 
to go along with seven rebounds and four blocks. 
Junior Emily Wirth noted the importance of 
these two road wins. 
"This was huge for us," Wirth said. "Playoffs are 
intense so if we can go into them coming off of 
two tough road wins against two good teams that 
will give us the confidence we need." 
Roelofs said although these victories did not 
impact the Warriors for the conference tourna­
ment, it could help the Warriors down the road. 
"Wayne and Augie are good teams with win­
ning records so getting wins against them will 
hopefully help us move up in the regional rank­
ings," Roelofs said. "Plus being in those hostile 
environments is helping to prepare us for the 
playoffs." 
Winona State (27-2,19-2 NSIC) earned the 
program's first NSIC regular season champion­
ship and the No. 1 seed in the South Division. 
They will host Bemidji State University in the first 
round of the tournament Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
BY VICTORIA LARSON 
sports reporter 
vlarsonl 4@winona. edu 
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In the peanut gallery... 
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in Minnesota sports. The world of sports is changing quickly 
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week in 
Minnesota. Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why they are right. 
Last Thursday, the NBA trade deadline came and went, with the Minnesota Timberwolves not making a significant move. This week, Matthew Lambert 
and Sam Thiel voice their opinions about what the Wolves should have done. Lets talk about it... (Recap by Sam Thiel) 
This week's topic: Timberwolves trade deadline 
Another year, another trade deadline 
and yet another season where the 
Timberwolves make no significant moves 
to improve their team. All the more reason 
to give Minnesota's trade deadline grade 
an F. 
The two biggest moves they attempted 
to make were trading point guard Ricky 
Rubio and shooting guard Kevin Martin. 
Rubio was in active trade talks in a deal to 
Milwaukee while Martin was being looked 
at by the Knicks. 
The Timberwolves currently sit 17-37, 
one of the worst records in the league. So, 
why didn't they make a move? 
They didn't make a move because they 
have a lot of talent in its young core of 
Karl-Anthony Towns, Andrew Wiggins 
and Zach LaVine, but need a veteran 
superstar to help them make it to the 
playoffs. Their current superstar veteran, 
Kevin Garnett will retire either within the 
next few years and the team has nobody to 
step up in his place. 
So what do the Timberwolves need to 
do? 
Although I'm not a fan of tanking (i.e. 
purposely losing in order to get better draft 
position), if Minnesota is able to get high 
draft picks and smartly use them (unlike 
2009 with drafting Johnny Flynn instead 
of reigning MVP and champion Stephen 
Curry), then with a combination of youth 
and veteran leadership, the Timberwolves 
could maybe, one day, make the playoffs. 
BY SAM THIEL 
sports editor 
sthielll@winona. edu 
With the trade deadline in the NBA 
passed, and no blockbuster moves made, 
it's time to take a look at the Minnesota 
Timberwolves. 
Now, they didn't make any moves at 
the deadline. The Timberwolves are 1.4 
million under the cap and 13.2 million 
under the tax line. So financially, they are 
in a solid place. 
They could've made a move at the 
deadline, but the only player, in my mind 
who should've been dealt with was the heel 
of Minnesota: Ricky Rubio. 
Rubio has been injury prone and his stats 
are at an all-time low. Rubio is shooting 
a career low in field goal percentage and 
3-point percentage with 35 and 29 percent, 
respectively. 
So where can the Timberwolves shop 
an injury prone, inefficient shooting 
Spaniard? How about the Utah Jazz? 
It works out perfectly. The Jazz need 
a point guard with Dante Exum hurt. 
Another little trading chip would be 
adding Kevin Martin. The Jazz are 17th 
in the league in three's made and 12th in 
3-point percentage. 
In return, the Timberwolves get Alec 
Burks, Trey Burke and Trevor Booker. This 
will open up more time for Zach LaVine in 
the Timberwolves starting rotation. 
But, unfortunately, the trade deadline 
has passed. For fans, I suggest you watch 
this offseason because, Rubio's days are 
numbered. 
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Online Cm-Campus Hybrid Travel Study Internships 
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TAKE YOUR SUMMER 
IN A NEW DIRECTION 
www.winona.edu/summersession 
Wherever you go this summer, let WSU Summer Session share the journey. A wide van* i?TV 
travel study and study abroad options are also available. Catch up, keep up, get ahead 
with WSU Summer Session! 
HAY SESSION | MAY 7-27 
MAY 31-JULY 1 
JULY 5 -
REGISTRATION BEGINS MARCH 1, 2016 
COURSE OPTIONS ARE VIEWABLE ONLINE NOW! XjL/ 
For More Information 
1.800.DIAL.WSU ext. 2800 
www.wInona.edu/summersession 
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